ABSTRACT The existing scientific documentation-based recommender systems focus on exploiting the citations and references information included in each research paper and also the lists of co-authors. In this way, it can be addressed the recommendation of related papers and even related authors. The approach we propose is original because instead of using each paper citations and co-authors, we relate each of the papers with their main research topics. This approach provides a semantic level superior to that currently used, which allows us to obtain useful results. We can use collaborative filtering recommender systems to recommend research topics related to each paper and also to recommend papers related to each research topic. In order to face this innovative proposal, we have solved a series of challenges that allow us to offer various resources and results in the paper. Our main contributions are: 1) making a data mining of scientific documentation; 2) creating and publishing an open database containing the data mining results; 3) extracting the research topics from the available scientific documentation; 4) creating and publishing a recommender system data set obtained from the database and the research topics; 5) testing the data set through a complete set of collaborative filtering methods and quality measures; and 6) selecting and showing the best methods and results, obtained using the open data set, in the context of scientific documentation recommendations. Results of the paper show the suitability of the provided data set in collaborative filtering processes, as well as the superiority of the model-based methods to face scientific documentation recommendations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Scientific development in the field of Recommender Systems often requires public datasets in which testing new methods and algorithms. A very significant example of this situation is the strong impulse that the public dataset MovieLens had in the Recommender Systems (RS) research field [1] . MovieLens [2] is run by GroupLens, a research lab at the University of Minnesota. Several datasets have emerged that also contain the preferences of users about movies: FilmTrust [3] and Netflix [4] . Additionally, there are public datasets focused on other topics, such as books: BookCrossing [5] , jokes: Jester [6] or music: LastFM [7] .
The existence of diverse and public datasets makes it possible the design and improvement of suitable Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods and algorithms, which can be tested in these datasets. Researchers have, in this way, the possibility of comparing the results of their proposed methods with the results of the most advanced and modern existing baselines. Results are obtained by applying standard techniques of cross-validation and by using standard quality measures, which in the case of the RS usually are: prediction accuracy (MAE, RMSE), recommendation accuracy (precision, recall, F1) [8] , rank recommendation (ndcg), performance, and beyond accuracy measures (novelty, diversity, reliability, serendipity) [9] .
Public datasets not only greatly facilitate the design, development and testing of new generic Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods and algorithms; they also encourage research in the specific field of each dataset. As an example: e-commerce recommendation has evolved in a particular way thanks to specific RS approaches, whose methods and algorithms are not identical to those used in films recommendations, for example: films recommendation usually involves collaborative filtering approaches, whereas e-commerce recommendations usually are based on contentbased and hybrid approaches. In this way, the Scientific Documentation Dataset [10] , [11] that we provide should serve to promote research in AI applied to the Scientific Documentation (SD), and more specifically to the research in RS Machine Learning (ML) [12] methods. In this way, the main objective of this paper is to provide the necessary resources and experimentation background so that the SD field can be enriched by the advances currently experienced by the RS field, and beyond. The dataset that we provide will be called SD4AI (Scientific Documentation for Artificial Intelligence).
In this paper we do not restrict ourselves to provide and explain SD4AI; we also test it using a powerful RS own framework [13] . We show a large amount of relevant information about the quality of the results that our dataset provides: we offer quality results for prediction and recommendation, by applying a large amount of ML metrics, methods and algorithms. All these results provide the basis for researchers to use their own approaches, methodologies and architectures in search of an improvement of the SD prediction and recommendation results.
There is a variety of RS methods; all these methods are based on filtering the data to obtain the results. The most intuitive method is content-based filtering [14] , where recommendations are made based on the characteristics of the products or services consumed by the user; e.g: to recommend a historical movie to a user who bought some historical books. You can also perform demographic-filtering [15] , where a user is recommended based on the preferences of other users who match her in demographic characteristics: sex, age, geographical situation, etc. Social-filtering [16] exploits the social information (followers, followed, likes) to recommend a user based on the preferences of her social environment. Currently, context-based filtering [17] has emerged and it uses information implicitly obtained: GPS coordinates, RFID signals, IoT data. The most important filtering approach in the RS is the collaborative-filtering (CF) [18] , where each active user is recommended based on the preferences of her neighbors: users with similar preferences to the active user. In a dataset containing tens of thousands of users, it is very likely to find users with tastes very similar to you and who value products or services that you probably do not know. CF offers the best accuracy results and there are ML methods that efficiently address its processing. Finally, it is relevant to indicate that commercial RS usually focus on hybrid [14] , [19] designs, taking several types of data filtering and performing an aggregation of results.
Most of the existing public CF RS datasets contain the explicit ratings with which each user has valued a set of items; e.g .: Bill, Avatar, 4 , Zoe, The clone wars, 3 , etc. There are also datasets that contain the same information, but taken implicitly, for example songs listened to by each user [14] . These datasets usually contain millions of ratings; if we structure this information as ratings matrices (''users · items'') we will obtain the mathematical vision of the dataset and we will realize that the matrices are extraordinarily sparse: each user only has ratings about a very limited proportion of the available items. In addition to the ratings, some datasets incorporate demographic information (often incomplete), and a few ones incorporate social-information (often obtained from some social network).
Once mentioned the importance of the CF approach [20] and the usual content of the RS datasets, we are able to explain the originality of the dataset we offer in this paper (SD4AI): as far as we know, there is no public dataset containing the explicit preferences of the researchers about the published papers or the current research topics. We do not have this explicit information either. In this way, our approach is to fill in the dataset with implicit information. We will not collect information that can be filtered by using content-based filtering, since we know that this approach is not the one that provides the best accuracy results. Our goal is to create a dataset prepared to be used by applying CF techniques. Our information source comes from the main research publishers; they provide a huge amount of papers that contain, basically the following information: authors, affiliations, title, abstract, keywords, content and references. Our main objective is to create an SD dataset that contains ''ratings'' values and that can be processed using CF RS methods. In addition, SD4AI may contain additional information that will be used to feed demographic-filtering and social-filtering methods. Using all the information contained in SD4AI, the creation of a hybrid RS can be addressed.
To address the aforementioned objectives, we have run a data mining process using the information provided by Scopus. Specifically, we have collected papers from the most relevant JCR Q1 journals in the Computer Sciences, Artificial Intelligence area, during the years: 2016, 2017 and the first half of 2018; more than 14,000 papers, in total. All this information has been stored in a database that we provide openly, and that should not be confused with the dataset processed from this database. The fundamental fields of the database contain, for each paper, its title, authors, abstract, keywords, etc. In the following sections of this publication, the structure and contents of both: database and dataset are explained in detail. It is important to note that we have chosen the ''Artificial Intelligence'' area as an example for the SD dataset. It is possible to choose any other areas of knowledge and to provide datasets in those research fields.
While a typical CF RS dataset is structured using tuples: user, item, rating , in SD4AI we change the semantics to convert it to: paper, topic, cardinality . The most relevant is the choice of ''topics'' as the RS items [21] , [22] . The meaning of topic is ''research topic'', and it refers to any of the current research sub-fields in the area covered by the dataset; in our case: Artificial Intelligence. As an example, AI topics are: Neural networks, fuzzy sets, learning systems, decision making, genetic algorithms, clustering, factorization, computational linguistics, set theory, recommender systems, image processing, data mining, etc. The most important work to obtain the dataset from the database is to extract the 48544 VOLUME 6, 2018 topics from the information contained in the set of papers. The main sources of information to extract the topics are: keywords and titles, but we also process abstracts. In the RS tuple paper, topic, cardinality , the usual meaning of cardinality is the rating that the user has explicitly given to the item, or the number of times that, implicitly, the item has been consumed or used. In our case, its direct meaning is: number of times the topic appears in the paper, although the ''number of times'' is modulated according to the importance of the place where it appears; e.g.: if the topic appears in the title of the paper it is much more representative than if it appears only once in the paper abstract.
In a regular CF RS, e.g.: movies, the ratings dataset tells us the value that each user has given to each movie that she has watched and voted. The vast majority of ratings are ''empty'' (not voted), and it is precisely these not voted ratings that are the subject of rating predictions. The CF RS recommends a limited set of items (in our example, movies) that correspond to those that the RS has found as better (higher) predictions. In our SD4AI matrix, something very different happens: the ratings matrix has no ''empty'' elements; instead zeros appear, which correspond to the topics that do not belong to each paper. A zero in our SD dataset does not have the meaning of a zero in a regular CF RS dataset based on explicit ratings, where it would be interpreted as an item the user did not like. In a CF RS dataset based on implicit ratings, the zero would be interpreted with its real meaning: the user has not consumed the item, and therefore we do not know, a priori, whether she likes it or not.
Using SD4AI, a zero in a topic means that the paper does not contain this topic. As in the implicit ratings-based CF RS, we do not know if the authors or readers of the paper will be interested, or not, in the topic. This is a fundamental concept for our paper; let's see a couple of illustrative examples: 1) Two different papers use convolutional networks: the first one to recognize images, and the second one to recognize speakers. Although the fundamental topics of each paper are different, their common topic ''convolutional networks'' will probably lead to cross-recommendations, and 2) Researchers focused on the NLP (Natural Language Processing) area will be able to receive recommendations about ''Gene ontologies'', if they use Word2Vec [23] and the RS identifies it as a topic (Word2Vec is a powerful ML method both for NLP and for gene classification). In this way, just as a user will receive the recommendation of movies that she has not watched and that similar users like, an author or reader of a paper will receive the recommendation of topics in which she does not research, but that has a lot to do with papers similar to the one you have written or the one you are reading. SD4AI, will therefore host, as CF information, the set of tuples paper, topic, cardinality , where paper indicates each of the AI data-mined papers, topic refers to one of the AI research areas, and cardinality indicates the importance of the topic in the paper (in a limited range). All cases in which cardinality is zero, or they are below a threshold, will be considered as not issued ratings, and therefore their tuples will not appear in the dataset; it also happens with the ratings not issued in the CF datasets. In this way, we match the semantics and also the format of the existing datasets with the provided SD4AI dataset. This circumstance presents a very important advantage: The existing RS frameworks can directly process our dataset.
CF RSs face two problems of special importance: their sparsity [24] and the cold-start problem [25] . The sparsity refers to the huge percentage of absence of ratings: each user only has ratings in a very limited number of the available items. In our case, each paper only contains a very small number of the topics extracted in the whole research area. A high level of sparsity complicates CF processes, especially memory-based [26] , [27] ones, where similarity measures are employed to find the neighbors of each active user. The model-based [28] methods first create a model from the dataset and then they make the recommendations based on the model. The Matrix Factorization [29] , [30] methods obtain high levels of accuracy in very sparse datasets, such as SD4AI. The cold-start problem refers to situations where the active user, the active item or the dataset still do not contain enough ratings to be able to address an accurate recommendation process. This problem does not exist in our dataset, because we start from a situation in which there is a large number of ratings (cardinalities), and in which all papers and topics contain sufficient ratings to make recommendations.
In addition to the implicit ratings that the dataset houses, there is information about authors who publish together and also about related papers. Related papers could be obtained from each paper references. This type of relationship has a similarity with the information obtained in social networks, and SD4AI may be processed, too, using a socialfiltering approach. Likewise, there is some information in the database (basically titles and abstracts) from which contentbased filtering can be performed. Therefore, it is possible to create a hybrid [19] RS composed of the aggregation of three different filtering methods: collaborative, social and content-based. This first version of SD4AI only includes CF information.
RS are not only capable of making predictions and recommendations: they also process the data in a way that makes it easy to relate the information. From our SD4AI dataset we can obtain: 1) Related papers, 2) Related authors, 3) Authors related to a paper or papers related to an author (directly and indirectly), 4) Topics related to each other, 5) Topics related to a paper, 6) Papers related to a topic, 7) Trees and graphs showing the previous relationships [31] , 8) Dynamic navigation systems through the trees [32] , and 9) Clusters of papers and clusters of topics [33] .
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II abstracts the most relevant related work. Section III explains the necessary data-mining to obtain the database from Scopus, and the process to make the dataset from the database. Section IV explains the RS experiments design, shows the results and discusses them. Finally, section V contains conclusions and future works. VOLUME 6, 2018
II. RELATED WORK
The existing research papers most related to our work are those that make use of citations and co-authors. There is a research field in which the co-authors, citations and references information contained in each paper is used: with this information a matrix is created that relates each paper with its main citations, and from this matrix CF is used to recommend research papers. This same approach can also be used by substituting papers by authors, in such a way that a matrix with related authors is created; in this case, what is recommended are suitable researchers to make collaborations. It is important to note that the vast majority of these papers focus on how to identify the most representative citations from the total set of citations of each paper. The CF approach of these papers is usually solved using the KNN algorithm and some statistical similarity measure, such as Pearson correlation, cosine or Jaccard. The approach we propose is original for several reasons: 1) We identify research topics, 2) We create matrices of ''papers · topics'', 3) We provide an open database and a public dataset that relates the papers with the topics, and 4) We carry out a wide set of CF RS experiments to find the CF methods that best suit the provided dataset. In this section we also show several representative papers covering the extraction of research topics: the methods they choose, the uses made with the topics and the used RS approaches.
There is a series of current works that address the CF recommendation of research papers. They take as information the citations of each of the papers; a representative example [34] uses a dataset containing data from 50 computer science researchers. Authors retrieve every reference and citation from these 50 researchers, obtaining one hundred thousand referenced papers. Finally, they create a matrix in which each row represents one of those hundred thousand research papers, and each column represents their referenced papers. Authors propose a simple memory-based method based on the Jaccard similarity measure. With a structure similar to that of the previous paper and a total of 186,000 papers, in [35] authors use classic memory-based methods (itemto-item and user-to-user), Bayesian classifier and a graph search, to test the quality of recommendations. In [35] they measure quality using the feedback of 120 users, and also using non-standard quality measures. One more example of recommendation of papers based on their citations is found in [36] ; in this case, the authors utilize two datasets: the first one feeds from the 2003 KDD Cup, and the second one from the High Energy Physics dataset. Authors utilize the classic memory-based KNN method, making use of the similarity measure cosine and the recommendation quality measures: precision, recall & F1.
Using the same type of information as in the previous cases (papers and their citations), in [37] authors propose to structure relationships based on an ontological framework composed of: researcher ontology, references ontology and research study ontology. The proposed recommendation model is the application of five simple rules: Identity, nonnegative, minimal distance, depth and transitivity. A hybrid approach to the recommendation of research papers is proposed in [38] . In this work, a working framework is provided: ''Scienstein''. As in the previous cases, the weight of the system is based on research papers and their references. The similarity measure of documents is based on the citation distance and the text frequency. Another paper based on co-author analysis is presented in [39] , in order to facilitate the search of possible research collaborators. In this case, a co-authorship network is used and they formulate recommendations using graph weighted link predictions. In [40] a RS of research papers is offered, which is internally fed with the citations of each paper, to form a matrix composed of papers as rows and cited papers as columns. They make researcher profiles, distinguishing between junior and senior researchers. Later, they assign weights to the factors that form the profiles. Using an enriched database, [41] proposes to use a RS for finding collaborators with respect to research interests. The recommendation problem is formulated as a link prediction within the co-authorship network.
Following the analysis of the citations of each paper, in [ 42] a refinement is proposed in which it is tried to alleviate the sparsity problem of the generated matrices. The authors propose a pre-filtering, in which the ''potential citations papers'' are extracted. Additionally, they investigate which sections of papers contain the best references information. The same authors of the paper [42] extend their previous work by proposing an adaptive neighbor selection method [43] . They use the KNN method based on the Pearson correlation similarity measure. Their study claims that the most important fragments to obtain potential citations papers are: full text and conclusions. Reference [44] addresses the same research recommendation goal, but in this case the authors turn to a content-based approach: their framework applies contentbased recommendation algorithms to rank the candidates.
An interesting and innovative research paper predicts scientific success based on co-authorship [45] ; they study centrality in the co-authorship networks, differentiating between high cited and non-high cited authors. This paper predicts, with high accuracy, whether an article will be highly cited five years after publication. To measure research impact, [46] defines six indicators: degree, closeness, betweenness centrality, team exploration, publishing tenure, and prolific co-author count. It investigates how these indicators interact and affect citations for publications. With the aim of finding relevant papers, [47] incorporates various citation relations for a proper set of papers. They use both a metric and a model: the metric, called ''Local Relation Strength'', is defined to measure the dependency between cited and citing papers. The model, called ''Global Relation Strength'', is proposed to capture the relevance between two papers in the whole citation graph. Co-authorship networks are used for strategic research planning [48] ; they generate valuable information relevant to the strategic planning, implementation and monitoring. A novel CF recommendation approach is proposed in [49] ; they create a matrix ''users · factors'', and MF is used. This paper provides an interpretable latent structure for users and items, and it can form recommendations about both existing and newly published articles. A graph where nodes are scientists is provided in [50] ; scientists are connected if they have co-authored a paper. Authors are not used to recommend papers, but they offer valuable information about collaboration patterns, such as: the numbers of papers each author writes, what the typical distance between scientists is through the network, and how patterns of collaboration vary between subjects and over time.
A news topic RS is provided using the Bing news dataset [51] . They make experiments processing both content and collaborative-filtering. In [52] authors use keywords as topics, from a movies database, making content-based filtering. They compare LDA versus LSA to handle the topics model: LSA has been revealed to be better than LDA. A research paper recommendation with topic analysis is proposed in [53] . They use LDA to extract topics in a tiny set of 122 research papers. They do not provide quality results. A topic-centre RS [54] exploits the latent author-topic and author-author relationships; this paper uses the DBLP dataset and it processes the KNN algorithm, based on the Jaccard similarity measure. They only test the recall quality measure. A topic RS [55] has been structured in three steps: 1) Creating graphs from tags, 2) Extracting topics from graphs, and 3) Recommending and visualizing topics. This paper is focused in topic extraction, and it does not use CF to make recommendations. Collaborative topic regression is used to utilize items content (attributes) as auxiliary information [56] ; this is not a topic extraction from the research papers, instead it can be considered as a tag information. A probabilistic topic model is used to analyze papers' latent topics [57] ; authors create a paper cooperation network and they utilize LDA to relate topics. In [58] authors obtain topics of projects/experts based on LDA model, and then they use the topics to feed a CF RS algorithm. A probabilistic approach to extract topics is provided in [59] ; authors apply the methodology to a corpus of 160,000 abstracts and 85,000 authors from the CiteSeer digital library. Each author is represented by a probability distribution over topics, and each topic is represented as a probability distribution over words for that topic. No recommendation processing is made in this paper. To discover topics and topical phrases, [60] provides a topical n-grams model.
III. SCIENTIFIC DOCUMENTATION DATA MINING AND DATASET CONFIGURATION
This section is divided into three parts: III-A) Performed scientific documentation data mining and description of the obtained database, III-B) Extraction of topics algorithm, and III-C) Dataset structure, features and their main frequency distributions.
A. DATABASE
As mentioned in the introduction section, we have taken Scopus as data source. From Journal Citation Reports (JCR) VOLUME 6, 2018 Table 1 shows the data mined journals, the number of papers added to the database and the impact factor of each journal.
From each paper, the data mined information and its database field type is shown in Table 2 . Paper contents have not been extracted for legal restrictions. Finally, a database table is used to hold each journal main information; Table 3 shows this information.
In order to promote research both in the recommender systems field and the scientific documentation field, and to make it possible the reproducibility of our experiments, we have made this database open available through the URL: rs.etsisi.upm.es/sd4ai/.
B. TOPICS EXTRACTION
From the data mined information we have created a database. Now, from the database we create a RS dataset: SD4AI (Scientific Documentation for Artificial Intelligence). As mentioned in the Introduction section, our dataset is formed by a large set of tuples: paper, topic, cardinality . Determination of these tuples is not immediate because, first, we must obtain the representative set of topics in the area; in our case, the artificial intelligence research area. Subsequently, each cardinality value will represent, in its tuple, the importance of the topic in the paper. To extract topics from papers we establish the next algorithm and we explain it by using a real example. Note that to obtain tokens from a sentence we first take the words of the sentence, and later we filter the stop words and the words contained in our black list.
Real example of the algorithm to extract topics from papers: 
Algorithm 1 To Extract Topics From Papers
1: create topic set T with the keywords of each paper 2: for each paper p: 3: get title_tokens from title 4: get abstract_tokens from abstract 5: for each topic t in T : 6: get topic_tokens from t 7: if (topic_tokens size is 1): 8: set nt as the number of occurrences of the single topic in the title_tokens 9: set na as the number of occurrences of the single topic in the abstract_tokens 10: if (nt ≥ 1 or na ≥ 2): 11: increment cardinality of paper p to topic t with (2.5 * nt + na)/2 12: else: 13: for each tt1 in topic_tokens: 14: for each tt2 in topic_tokens: 15: if (tt1 = tt2): continue 16: set nt1 as the number of occurrences of the tt1 in the title_tokens 17: set na1 as the number of occurrences of the tt1 in the abstract_tokens 18: set nt2 as the number of occurrences of the tt2 in the title_tokens 19: set na2 as the number of occurrences of the tt2 in the abstract_tokens 20: if ((nt1 ≥ 1 or nt2 ≥ 1) and (nt1 ≥ 2 or nt2 ≥ 2)) 21: increment cardinality of paper p to topic t with 2.5 * min(nt1, nt2) + min(na1, na2) 22: for each keyword of paper p: 23: increment cardinality of paper p to topic keyword with 5 24: remove each topic used less than 5 times 25: remove each topic whose maximum cardinality is 1.5
Cardinality:
Example: Given the topic ''convolutional neural networks'', we tokenize it into two tokens: ''convolutional | neural''. ''networks'' has been filtered because it is included in a blacklist of generic words. The number of occurrences of the token ''convolutional'' in the title (nt1) is 1. The number of occurrences of the token ''convolutional'' in the abstract (na1) is 2. The number of occurrences of the token ''neural'' in the title (nt2) is 1. The number of occurrences of the token ''neural'' in the abstract (na2) is 2. So, the cardinality of this topic for this paper is (2.5 * min(1, 1) + min(2, 2) = 4.5. Furthermore, ''convolutional neural networks'' is a keyword of the paper, so the cardinality is increased by 5. Final cardinality will be 4.5 + 5.0 = 9.5.
C. DATASET
The created dataset SD4AI has the same format than the Movielens ones, except for the missing timestamp field; in this way, it can be read using the existing open RS frameworks. Its file structure is formed by tuples: paperId, topicId, cardinality. The lines within the dataset are ordered first by paperId, then, within paper, by topicId. SD4AI has been made open available through the URL: rs.etsisi.upm.es/ sd4ai/. Below we present frequency distributions representative of the SD4AI dataset. Figure 1 shows the frequency distribution of the dataset ratings (cardinalities). As it can be seen, most of the cardinalities have a very low value (in the range [1..2]); they correspond with topics that have a low relation with the paper, but a existing relation, anyway. These topics can lead to novel recommendations. There is a second group of cardinalities (in the range [2..7] ) that corresponds to topics that have an appreciable relationship with the paper; It is expected that these topics will offer diverse recommendations. Finally, cardinalities greater than 8 correspond to topics closely related to the paper; Usually, these topics will offer not novel recommendations, but with a high degree of accuracy. The frequency distribution in Figure 2 answers the question: How many topics are associated with each paper? As we can see, this is a Gaussian distribution with a rough mean of 90 topics. As an example: there are approximately 150 papers with 45 to 50 assigned topics, and very few papers with 250 assigned topics. Results are compatible with a dataset that meets the following features: a) There is a sufficient number of topics assigned to each paper to relate papers with each other and to implement a CF RS that provides accurate recommendations, and b) The number of topics in each paper is low enough so that most of them are representative of the paper's content. In Figure 2 , the main central area of the Gaussian distribution fulfils both features. The extreme area on the left of Figure 2 would not adequately fulfil feature a). The extreme area on the right of Figure 2 would not adequately fulfil feature b). Figure 3 shows the frequency distribution of the topics: there is a large amount of topics that are specific to their papers; e.g.: there are more than 1000 topics that have been assigned to less than 10 papers from the thousands of papers in the dataset. On the other hand, there is a little quantity of ''universal'' topics that have been asigned to more than 200 papers (rigth side of Figure 3 ).
IV. COLLABORATIVE FILTERING RESULTS
The IV-A subsection explains the experiments design details: open framework used to test the dataset, cross-validation values, used recommendation methods and chosen quality measures. The IV-B subsection shows and explains the prediction and recommendation quality results obtained using each tested CF method. Finally, IV-C subsection compares quality results on diverse RS datasets, including the proposed one.
A. EXPERIMENTS DESIGN
To run the experiments in this paper, we use our open source Collaborative Filtering for Java (CF4J) project [13] . This is a Java software stored in the GitHub repository, under Apache License version 2.0. CF4J provides an object-oriented framework to be used in CF RS research projects. The main contribution of this software is its flexibility: it makes easy to researchers accessing to all the stored data, to the intermediate results, such as the MF hidden factors, and to the prediction and recommendations final results. CF4J has been designed to simplify experiments implementation. It includes all the necessary objects to deal with the research trial and test processes. Researchers can run their experiments using the implemented cross-validation techniques and benefiting from the parallel CF4J execution threads. A comparative of the CF4J with other well known RS frameworks (LibRec and Mahout) is presented in Table 5 .
The main goal of CF4J is to facilitate the reproducibility of experiments to the research community. Using this framework, researchers can: a) Load the provided RS datasets, b) Choose the CF methods and algorithms, c) Run the process, d) Obtain the prediction and recommendation results, e) Test the quality of the results, f) Extend the CF4J objects to incorporate their own methods and algorithms, and g) Compare their proposed algorithms with the provided baselines. CF4J incorporates different CF datasets, it implements several singularity measures and matrix factorization methods, and a variety of quality measures are included. The details of the framework, including its architecture and representative examples are explained in [13] .
In order to check the quality of the prediction and recommendation results of our dataset, we apply the CF4J framework to the SD4AI dataset. We select three types of baseline methods: a) Traditional statistic metrics, b) Current memorybased similarity measures, and c) The model-based Probabilistic Matrix Factorization (PMF) method. As traditional statistic methods we have chosen Pearson correlation (COR) and cosine (COS). As current memory-based similarity measures we have chosen PIP [61] and JMSD [26] . We test the predictions quality, making use of the quality measure Mean Absolute Error (MAE). We test the quality of the recommendations, making use of the quality measures Precision, Recall and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain. Table 6 shows the main parameters and values of the cross-validation experiments.
B. EXPERIMENTS RESULTS
This subsection shows the CF results, both for prediction and for recommendation. These results will tell us the quality of the proposed dataset for RS tasks. They will also show the best methods to make recommendations. Moreover, reaching good prediction results will allow us to tackle some other interesting goals such as papers and topics clustering, recommendation to groups of papers or to groups of topics, obtaining reliability, novelty, diversity and serendipity measures, recommendation explanation, etc. Figure 4 shows the prediction accuracy obtained using the proposed dataset SD4AI. The Mean Absolute Error (MAE) has been used to return the overall error of all the possible predictions in the cross-validation process. The best (error) results are the smallest ones: the lowest in Figure 4 .
As explained before, the tested methods are: Probabilistic Matrix Factorization (PMF), JMSD, PIP, Pearson correlation (COR) and cosine (COS). As expected, the model-based PMF obtains a good result, since the dataset is very sparse and model-based methods perform comparatively better in these situations. The competitive Pearson (COR) result is surprising, because traditional statistical metrics work better in datasets with higher ratings density. As we will see later, this metric (COR) will not maintain this good behaviour when be used to obtain recommendations. PMF does not use the neighborhood approach, so its shape is an straight line.
Recommendation accuracy (precision & recall) is shown in Figure 5 . Precision is measured in the y-axis, while recall is measured in the x-axis. Here, the best results are the highest in the graph: top-right corner. As it can be seen in Table 6 , we have settled the cardinalities percentile 85 to consider a recommendation as relevant. The range of the precision & recall results (numeric values in the y-axis and the x-axis) depend on this threshold: the higher the threshold, the lower the accuracy results. This means that the essential information of the graph is found in the relative positions of the results, and not in the absolute values obtained.
It is very interesting to check how the recommendation accuracy follows the expected behaviour: a) Traditional statistics metrics (COR and COS) obtain a low accuracy in this sparse dataset, b) Current CF methods (JMSD and PIP) obtain good accuracy results, because they handle more information than just the numerical values of the cardinalities, and c) The model-based PMF method gets the best recommendation accuracy results: the matrix factorization methods work with hidden semantics extracted in factors. These factors agglutinate all the dataset information and they VOLUME 6, 2018 behave especially well in heavy sparse environments, like ours.
Precision & Recall test the recommendations accuracy. That is, the proportion of hits in the set of recommendations made. Now, we are going to show a new recommendation quality study, where recommendations are no longer presented as a set, but as an ordered list. Ranked quality measures reward more the successes of the first recommendations of the list, and they also penalize more their errors. In this way, the classic Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) measures de usefulness (gain) of recommendations based on their position in the list. Figure 6 shows the NDCG results when the tested methods are applied to the proposed SD4AI dataset. Results confirm the previous behaviour: model-based PMF gets the best results, followed by the memory-based current baselines: PIP and JMSD; finally, traditional metrics: Correlation and Cosine are not appropriate choices for this dataset.
C. RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS DATASETS COMPARATIVE
In this section we compare the quality results obtained when different RS datasets are tested. In this way, the proposed SD4AI dataset behaviour can be validated as CF dataset if its quality results values and trends are similar to those showed by the current public datasets that we have taken as baselines. This section is divided in three sub-sections: the first one compares prediction accuracy values, the second one tests recommendation accuracy values, and the third sub-section compares recommendation accuracy ranks. results we will introduce the variance of the ratings values: the smaller the variance of the ratings, the easier it will be to predict, and vice-versa. The chosen prediction accuracy quality measure is independent of the range and average of the ratings. We will call MAE RN to the ratings range normalized prediction accuracy; the higher its value, the better the accuracy.
1) PREDICTION ACCURACY COMPARATIVE
where σ 2 ratings = 0 ⇔ prediction = ratings values. Table 7 shows the normalized prediction accuracy results on several RS datasets. We have selected the PMF modelbased method to make this experiment. The optimum number of factors for each dataset have been calculated and, using these values, each MAE RN has been processed. Table 7 results show that the comparative prediction quality of the proposed dataset (SD4AI) is higher than the traditional RS datasets ones.
2) COMPARATIVE OF RECOMMENDATION ACCURACY VALUES
In this sub-section we test Precision & Recall recommendation quality results when the model-based PMF method is applied to several datasets. We test the proposed SD4AI dataset and compare its results with the baseline datasets: FilmTrust, Movielens 1M and Netflix. Figure 7 shows that SD4AI Precision results are similar to the FilmTrust ones, and something worsts than the Netflix and Movielens 1M ones. Recall results show a better behaviour of the proposed dataset, compared to Netflix and Movielens, and a worst behaviour than the FilmTrust one. Overall, the proposed SD4AI dataset shows a similar behaviour to the CF RS chosen baselines, what validates its choice as CF dataset.
3) COMPARATIVE OF RECOMMENDATION ACCURACY RANKINGS
In the previous sub-section, the quality of the recommendations was shown according to their numerical values. In this sub-section, the quality of the recommendations is shown according to the correct or the erroneous order in which the recommendations are presented. The basic idea is that users perceive as more erroneous to fail in the first recommendation than to fail in the last one: we are more permissive with the failures of the last recommendations of a list than with the failures of the first recommendations of that list. To test the quality of the list (the ranking), the classic Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) measures de usefulness (gain) of recommendations based on their position in the list. Figure 8 shows the standard behaviour of the proposed SD4AI dataset: their ranking results are better than the Movielens 1M dataset ones, similar to the Netflix ones and something worse than the FilmTrust ones. Beyond the comparative details, the fundamental concept is the suitability of SD4AI as CF RS dataset.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The main contribution of this paper is to provide a collaborative filtering dataset containing scientific documentation. The size, structure, and frequency distributions of the dataset are compatible with the recommender systems processing.
Moreover, it has been tested using representative prediction methods and suitable quality measures. Results show a usual collaborative filtering behaviour: they provide stable trends, appropriate results values and the expected behaviour of the recommendation methods put to the test. Making use of this dataset, we can make recommendations of topics from a paper, recommendations of papers from a topic, related papers, related topics, etc.
A special feature of the proposed dataset is its especially high degree of sparsity. Due to this, the matrix factorization methods are presented as the most appropriate to implement recommendation processes. In particular, we have verified that the Probabilistic Matrix Factorization method (PMF) obtains very accurate results. Current model-based similarity measures obtain results of reasonable quality, while traditional metrics are not suitable for use in this dataset.
In the usual collaborative filtering datasets, ratings are obtained by explicit votes cast by users, or by implicit ratings obtained through user interactions. In our dataset, instead of users we have research papers, instead of items we use research topics and instead of ratings we assign cardinalities obtained from the papers contents. The semantics of the dataset varies, but the recommendation process remains useful.
In addition to the provided dataset, we make public its scientific documentation source database and an open framework to process recommendations. In this way, researchers can create their own datasets, vary the selected topics and test different collaborative filtering methods by using several quality measures. Topics extraction is a sensitive process that can be customized to provide new topics; NLP methods can be designed to accomplish specific requirements in different fields of research.
The 
